Greetings 2018! My goal for this year is to at least get
out 6 issues, if not more. I really enjoy putting these
ezines together but time just flies by! This issue i
started to include a few movies that are not horror.
I expect this trend to continue from now on. I will
keep all the reviews related to genre titles since
those are the films i want people to check out.
-bill Piper, editor; contact: billgpiper@hotmail.com
All films presented in this magazine are copyrighted by their respective owners.
I make no claim to them.
This is a fan ezine, made up of my opinions of said movies.
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Permission is needed for any reproductions.
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Starry Eyes
When this movie came out a few years ago,
many were claiming it to be the horror film
of the year. Typically these types of claims
kind of turn me off from a movie. Not
because I am some elitist snob but rather
something about SE just didn't appeal to me.
I guess you could say I judged a book by
it's cover and never thought about checking
it out. I recently saw the DVD in a bargain
bin at a local grocery store (yeah, imagine
that!) and figured what the hell, let's give it
a shot! I am glad I did! While I do not
think it is a movie of the year caliber, it is
very good and worth checking out.
The movie involves Sarah and her quest to
become an actress. She lives in California
and is constantly applying for acting
positions. To make ends meet, she works as a waitress at a Hooters-like restaurant,
wearing skimpy outfits and acting like a fool, so she thinks. She absolutely hates the job
and has no respect for it. Sarah finally gets a call to audition for a role in an upcoming
horror flick titled "The Silver Scream." She arrives at the audition and right off the bat,
the two interviewing her are a bit off. They are either bored because of all the auditions
or perhaps there is something else to it. Sarah does her lines and one of the interviewers
give her the "we'll call you" response. Sarah takes this as a rejection and once she leaves
the office, she heads into a
bathroom and has a breakdown.
She begins to flip out, even pulling
out her hair. After the incident, she
opens the stall to leave and sees
one of the interviewers there. The
woman tells her to come back into
the room. Once back in, the
woman tells Sarah to do her
breakdown again. This sort of
confuses Sarah but the two
interviewers convince her to go
through it. After wards, they give her the "we'll call you" line and Sarah leaves. She
does not know how to take this and even thinks they were just fucking with her. She
eventually gets another call and goes in for a second reading. This reading was a bit
different. They told her to strip down and then proceeded to flash a light towards her.
Sarah was very reluctant to do this but once again, she was talked into doing it. At first
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she was kind of shy but as each light goes off, she gets more and more into it. And just
like last time, she is sent away without any answers.

As Sarah goes on with her life at the restaurant and with her friends (who all talk about
making movies but really don't follow through on it, a slacker like mentality if you will),
she gets a call that she is going to meet the producer of the film. This gives Sarah great
confidence that she will finally succeed and will become a star. She prematurely quits
her job before even getting the position as she is that confident. Once she meets the
producer, he begins to fill her head with all kinds of talk about how she will become
reborn and be a movie star. This gets Sarah really excited until the producer sits down
next to her and puts his hand onto her leg, slowly moving towards her crotch area.
Sarah flips out due to this and quickly leaves the house. Not only are her dreams of being
a movie star shattered but also the fact this type of "casting couch" activity still exists.
Her friends try to consult her, one even offering to put her in his movie (a movie that
never gets made). Sarah also goes to her former job to request her job back. You can tell
she had her ego crushed and
must face reality. During all
this, Sarah sort of has this
debate with herself whether or
not she should have went
through it. One night, a friend
of her gives her a drug so they
could party that night and this
drug causes Sarah to rethink
her whole situation. She could
either be a "loser" and not go
anywhere in life or she could
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just follow through this sexual encounter and become a movie star. She decides to go
with the latter and calls up the movie studio to apologize what she did and wants a second
chance. Within a minute she gets a call back telling her to come to a specific address
within the hour. Once there,

Sarah is told there will not be another chance. She meets with the producer and proceeds
to perform oral sex on him. This starts the demise of Sarah as she once was.
Sarah wakes up the next day at her apartment. She does not know how she got there but
almost instantly she feels sick. This sickness also starts to change her personality. She
goes to work and gets fired due to how she acts. She starts to distant herself from her
friends, even starting fights. During all this, she physically starts looking like she is
decaying. The producer told her before hand that she will be reborn and apparently he
means this literally! I forgot to mention that the producer and his associates all are
wearing a necklaces that feature a star logo. Yes, they are a part of some secret cult. Is
this satanic or the
illuminati? Who knows
as that aspect never gets
fully explored. However
there is some sort of
supernatural aspect to
them and this cult
involves a lot of older
folks. It would appear
that this cult has been
making stars for quite
some time as their
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members resemble those of Hollywood's past. The movie is suggesting that these older
Hollywood types have basically "sold their soul" for fame and that nowadays that does
not tend to happen. The producer earlier in the movie mentions how there are no super
stars like there used to be. The movie likes to play that line between old and current
Hollywood. Back to the main story, Sarah is starting to fall apart physically and mentally,
to the realization that she must rid herself of all her past and she begins to kill off her
friends. This part of the movie resembles a zombie type of movie as Sarah looks like one
of the undead but hacks away at her friends in slasher form. The incident causes
members of the cult to take her back to a "sacrificial" place where Sarah is reborn. Her
disease ridden body is now looking like a million bucks. The movie ends with Sarah
back at her apartment and confronting her best friend/roommate. Sarah kills her off, thus
finally completing the killing of her past and moving onto her new future.
What I really liked about
this movie is how it sort
of portrays the attitudes
of old Hollywood with
that of the current era. It
suggests that the old
methods, sex with people
in the industry was the
norm and that's how
people moved up in the
ranks. However Sarah's
best friend tells her that
this stuff no longer
happens, that people are not like that (I kind of chuckled at that considering the whole
#metoo movement that is currently happening in today's culture). But the film is correct
in that there are no famous movie stars like there were of the Golden or Silver age of
Hollywood. Sure there are popular actors/actresses but where are the Elizabeth Taylors,
Audrey Hepburns, Bette Davises, etc.. of the current era? Today's culture really does not
prompt up movie stars like they used to. The whole cult featuring older Hollywood types
sort of reminded me how you have actors in Scientology, a religion that tends to only
exist in that league of people. There really is quite a bit to this movie that one can catch
onto, if you so desire.
But if you want to
watch it as a straight
horror flick, well it
works that way as
well. Definitely
worth checking out!
Rating: 7/10
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White Dog
When I first heard of this movie, I thought it was
some kind of exploitation movie. The premise is of
a white dog, but not in color, but a dog who has
been trained to attack/kill black people. A white
dog would be such an animal used during Jim Crow
days and so forth, thus perhaps the concept may be
lost on people not familiar with their history. At
any rate, apparently this movie caused such an
uproar at Paramount that they did not give it a theatrical run. Criterion gave this movie a
DVD release some years back and I finally obtained a copy. So is this movie an
exploitation title? Actually it's not. I would say it's more a drama but it's such an unique
subject to have a movie about. The dog also represents a metaphor in how racism is
conditioned into society and that no one is born racist.
The movie starts with our main character,
Julie hitting a white German Shepherd
while driving home. She is a struggling
actress who mainly thinks of herself and
does not have time for anything else.
Seeing the dog on the side of the road,
she has pity on him and takes him to a
vet. The vet is able to get the dog back
to health but informs Julie she will have
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to pay the bill and that she has to take care of him or take him to the pound, which may
eventually put him to sleep if no owner is found. Julie does not want the dog to die so
she takes him home. She puts up some signs around the neighborhood of this found dog
but gets no response. In the meantime, she takes care of the dog as if he's her own. She
starts to grow a bound with the dog and this intensifies when one night a rapist breaks
into her house and begins sexually assaulting her. The dog catches wind of this and goes
after the man. He eventually catches the man outside and keeps a hold of him until the
police show up. This act changes Julie's mind about the dog and she decides to keep him.

At one point, the dog decides to escape the house and chases a rabbit on the hill side.
Julie loses sight of the dog and he goes missing. The next few days Julie visits the local
animal shelter hoping the dog gets found but he does not show up. In the meantime, we
see the dog attacks a driver of a street sweeper during the night. The man is an African
American but it's not really made clear that the dog is attacking him because of his skin.
After this incident the dog returns
back to Julie's house but covered in
blood. She just thinks he has gotten
into a fight and washs him up.
Julie has an audition later on and
takes the dog with her. During her
scene, her co-star is an African
American woman and when the dog
sees her, he attacks. The dog does
not kill her but she is hospitalized
due to her injuries. Julie's boyfriend wants her to get the dog put down as he thinks it is
an attack dog. Julie still has faith in the dog and wants to find some trainer that will
rehabilitate the dog. It seems like everyone keeps telling her that the dog is not save-able,
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even Carruthers,
who is a well
known animal
trainer in the area.
He does think
there is one
person that may
be able to retrain
the dog and his
name is Keys. As
Keys shows up,
the dog goes after
Joe, who is one of
the workers that
happens to be black. It's then that Carruthers realizes this is a white dog, a dog that has
been trained to attack black people. He really wants to put the dog down now but Keys is
determined to work with the dog and change it's behavior. You can tell that Keys wants
to see if it's possible deep down to change the behavior and mentality of something that
has been conditioned to believe one thing it's whole life. Keys mentioned that he has
worked with white dogs before but with no luck. He plans on giving this dog five weeks
and if he can't retrain him, he will personally shoot the dog.
During this time span, Keys works with the dog and it starts out rough. The dog is none
too happy with him or with the place. At one point, the dog is able to break free from his
pen during the night and escape. The next day, the dog is in a neighborhood and spots a
black man walking down the street. He attacks the man and kills him. Keys is driving
around looking for the dog when he spots him, covered in blood. He shoots the dog with
a tranquilizer gun and later finds the body of the recently murdered man. Now instead of
calling the police, Keys brings
back the dog as he still wants to
correct it's behavior. This turn of
events kind of took me out of the
movie. I mean seriously!?! I
understand Keys quest to want to
fix this behavior but when the
dog commits a murder that he is
KNOWN to have participated in
(the previous murder was never
acknowledged by any of the
main characters), the dog needs to be put down. I love dogs a great deal but that is a line
crossed. At any rate, Keys takes the dog back to the animal sanctuary and restarts the
training. We start to see progress to eventually the dog trusts Keys and even other black
people.
Carruthers is all too eager to call it a success and phones Julie to tell her to come see the
progress. As Julie is leaving, an older white man and two young children stop her and tell
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her that she has their dog.
You can tell Julie does not
really want to give up the dog
but then she asks the old man
if he trained the dog. The old
man said he had trained the
dog since it was a puppy and
Julie asks him if he trained it
as a white dog. The old man
hesitates then responds with a
soundly yes and is very
proud of it. This really infuriates Julie and she goes off on him, blaming him for all that
has happened. She speeds off and heads to the sanctuary. There she sees that the dog
goes to Keys without a problem and then the dog goes to her just fine. However, it seems
this retraining has messed up the dog and he attacks Carruthers. Now after having seen
the dog's previous owner, he sort
of resembles Carruthers so
perhaps the dog mistakes him as
that guy(?). At any rate, Keys
knows what needs to be done and
shoots the dog dead.
Such a tragic ending to this
overall sad story. The main

theme of the movie is that racism is
something that is conditioned into you
during life. The dog was trained to hate
black people and over the course of it's
life, it kept getting that re-enforced
training. The dog can be used as a
metaphor for anyone who is
preconditioned to hate someone else for whatever reason. As you can see, the movie did
not take the exploitation route. This is not a pre-Cujo dog attacks movie but rather a
movie all should see. If you go into
this movie expecting that exploitation
route, you will be disappointed. But if
you want to see an unique take on
racism in society, then check out this
underrated and rarely seen gem!
Rating: 9 / 10
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Modern Review:
A Dark Song
Grieving Sophia
(Catherine
Walker)
despairs over
the tragic loss of
her murdered
son. Desperate
to somehow
make contact
with the boy she
has lost, Sophia
believes her prayers are answered when she crosses paths with the reclusive Joseph
(Steve Oram, Sightseers). An expert in the occult, Joseph reluctantly agrees to aid Sophia
through a series of dark and forbidden rituals in order to bring her child back to the
world of the living. Pushed to their physical and psychological breaking points, Sophia
and Joseph make a disturbing descent into the most depraved corners of black magic.
When it comes to religious horror films, I tend to enjoy them. I am always fascinated on
what may lie beyond this existence so it's intriguing to see what others believe may be
there. Typically of the modern era, there are a lot of possession films and I can give or
take on those. Older religious horror films tend to have a bit more creepiness to them and
I am usually on board for them. When I heard of this movie, it came with a lot of
positive reviews. The movie basically takes place in one house. It follows the two main
characters, Sophia and Joseph as they perform a several month long ritual that will allow
Sophia to contact her guardian angel. It seems during the time span, Sophia's motives
change and at times feels like she isn't taking it very seriously. Joseph, on the other hand,
at times feels like he's a snake oil
salesman, so it's up to the viewer to
figure out who's being honest, if the
whole ritual is bullshit or if it's all true.
I will not spoil this movie as the last
part of the movie really leads into a
direction that will satisfy horror fans.
I really liked the attention to details in
regards to the occult as I felt this
movie was quite genuine in that aspect.
There are no bullshit ouija boards, but rather long enduring rituals of fasting, self
discipline and patience. If you like religious horror, I HIGHLY recommend checking
this out. Be forewarned, the movie is a slow burn so if you're expecting a jump scare fest,
look elsewhere.
Rating: 8/10
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In the Land of the Cannibals
aka Land of Death; aka
Cannibal Holocaust 3:
Cannibal vs Commando
"It's official, we're all
fucked!!!!!"
Before Bruno Mattei died,
he put out a series of horror
films, two of which were
native cannibal movies.
Yes, I am referring to the
genre made popular back in
the early 1980s due it's
ultra violence and animal
killings (unfortunately).
That genre died out after a
few years but once in awhile, we seem to get a throw back film. It was quite interesting
to find out that Bruno Mattei did two of them. I reviewed "Mondo Cannibal" in a
previous issue, this time I am tackling "In the Land of the Cannibals." Mattei was the
master of ripping off other films and this movie is no exception. Imagine taking
PREDATOR and mixing in jungle
cannibals! Scenes in this movie are
directly stolen from other films and I
couldn't help but smile. Some may find
this to be extremely lame but being a big
fan of Mattei, I expect nothing less!
The movie follows a group of commandos
heading into the jungle to find the
daughter of a senator. Along the way they
encounter natives who happen to be
cannibals! The commandos eventually
find the woman and discover she has been
adopted by the tribe as a "love goddess" if you will. The group "rescue" her though she
does not act as if she wants to be saved. The tribe head into the jungle to track down the
commandos to get her back. So does she make it out alive or is she re-united with her
adopted cannibal family? LOL
Compared to Mattei's other latter day cannibal movie (reviewed back in issue 5), I think I
prefer it over this one. ItLotC definitely rips off other movies but the gore is a bit low in
this one IMO. It's still a fun watch but if you were to watch the two back to back, it is a
step down. Fans of Mattei will eat it up. Fans of the cannibal sub-genre will probably
get a kick recognizing all the rip off sequences. I do recommend having some alcohol
handy to get in the mood!
-bP
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Bonnie and Clyde Vs Dracula
After their latest heist goes wrong legendary outlaw couple Bonnie & Clyde are on the
run from the law and in need of fast money to fix up their companion who was shot
during the robbery. Finding shelter in small town they crash at the mansion of the
notorious Dr. Loveless. When Bonnie & Clyde arrive at the Doctor s mansion they
discover he has a secret. Deep in his cellar, the recently revived Dracula awaits...and
when gangsters meet vampires, there s bloody hell to pay.
Indie-stars Trent Haaga and Tiffany Shepis play the title characters and work really well
together. I know Haaga mostly from the Killjoy sequels and have seen him in a few other
movies. I am a big fan of Tiffany Shepis and usually enjoy all her movies. This movie is
kind of odd to me. The first 2/3 of the movie, it is almost like two different movies are at
play. You have Bonnie and Clyde in their storyline trying to get some sort of scheme
together for money and the other storyline involves a mad scientist with his mentally
challenged sister trying to resurrect Dracula. Separately the two stories are fine but when
they meet in the last act of the movie, it feels like they don't mesh very well. I would
have much rather had a standalone movie of Bonnie and Clyde rather than the Dracula
angle thrown in. Speaking of Dracula, he is pretty much wasted and how he died at the
end really shocked me in how simple and easy it was. I mean it made sense but I thought
to myself "Wow, that's it?". It really should have been a bit more spectacular.
Despite the lackluster final act, I do think the movie is worth a watch especially for the
performances of Haaga and Shepis.
Rating: 6 / 10
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Gas Pump Girls
Ok, I am going to cheat here. "Gas Pump Girls" is
not technically under the MGM Midnite Movie
line, however, it most certainly fits the criteria of
the series. This release came after the MM line
had ended and I'm 100% positive if the line had
survived, this would have been included. I also
hold this to be true of some of the movies that
Shout Factory has released in MGM 4 movie DVD
sets (of which some of them will get reviewed here
in the future) that came well after the MM line had
ended. With that being said, let's take a look at
this movie!
You
know,
they don't make teen sex comedies like this
anymore. I am a huge fan of such films
from the 70s and 80s. I guess the closet
thing you get these days is the American Pie
movies but those don't quite have the same
charm as these older flicks do. This movie
starts off with a graduation prank involving some of the girls on stage getting their gowns
torn off and exposing them topless (I
guess it's normal for young women
to not wear anything under their
graduation gowns! LOL). This is
almost like the template of all these
movies! The main story involves a
gas station owned by the uncle of
one of the girls, June, and it's being
foreclosed on. The uncle has a heart
attack and is no longer able to take
care of it. June decides to step in
and get the business up and going. She and her friends clean the place up and wear
skimpy outfits as gas attendants. Of course
the competition across the road are not too
pleased about this. As you can see, this is
pretty much the same story as numerous
other comedies of this area. Sprinkle in
some T&A and you have a fun time waster.
It's not a classic of the genre but it's a typical
one, which is not a bad thing!
-bP
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Video Game Review:
Godzilla Kaijuu Daikessen
(aka Godzilla Monster War)
I have been a Godzilla film since I was about 7/8
years old. I remember watching Godzilla flicks
on tv, usually on a late night horror hosting show
(vividly remember seeing "Godzilla vs the Smog
Monster" on Sammy Terry). Being a young child
and seeing monsters fighting was a dream come
true. Ever since then, I have been a fan. Being a teen in the '90s, the 16 bit consoles
were the rage in the early to mid part of the decade. The fighting game scene really
exploded and that was a genre I really grasped onto. Mortal Kombat was my game of
choice but I was also a huge fan of Street
Fighter and the like. I remember seeing
an article in an issue of Nintendo Power
about a Godzilla fighting game and was
pumped! Finally to play as Godzilla or
other monsters against each other was
exactly the type of game I wanted.
Unfortunately the game would never get
released to the US. During this time
Godzilla was not quite so popular in the
US, so perhaps Toho did not see a
reason to release it. I have no idea but I
was greatly disappointed. The only
monster fighting game I had on the
SNES was "Ultraman: Towards the
Future", a flawed but enjoyable
experience. I plan on reviewing that at some point, along with it's other two versions that
appeared on the SFC.
Years later thanks to the internet, I learned that the Godzilla fighting game did get
released but in Japan only for the Super
Famicom. I did not have the system but
learned you can play SFC carts either by a
simple modification to your system or just by
using the Game Genie. There are some tabs
on the SNES that prohibit SFC games but if
you break those tabs or just use the game
genie, it is not a problem. Knowing this, I
bought a copy of the game off ebay. Once I
finally got to play the game, I knew this is
something I would have cherished as a young
teenager.
The game lets you select one of 8 characters.
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You have Godzilla, Anguirus, King Ghidorah, Mothra, Megalon, Gigan, Biollante (!) and
Mechagodzilla. There are two unlockable characters, Mechagodzilla 2 (aka the heisei
version) and the Gotengo, or what we in the west refer to as Atragon. Yes, the battleship
Atragon is the boss of the game! The game uses two of the buttons for attacks, one
button for dash and another button for grappling. This is not like the typical Street
Fighter clone, so it does play a
little bit differently. The game
play is sort of slow but I feel that
is to give the monsters some
"weight" as they should not be
flying around like some human
being. The monsters do have a
special move/combo that takes
off quite a bit from your enemy.
My only complaint about the
game is that it is hard. Perhaps I
have gotten a bit slow in my
older age but it did seem a bit too
difficult even on the easiest
setting. I would think if I put a
lot of time into the game, I could
get better. The real fun comes in
via the VS mode. Playing against others is where it's at and that's where my kids and I
really enjoyed the game.
Is this the be all for Godzilla fighting games? Not quite. The PS2/Xbox era brought us 3
games from Atari that would put Godzilla into a 3d fighting environment. Those games,
Godzilla Destroy All Monsters Melee, Godzilla Save the Earth and Godzilla Unleashed,
are extremely AWESOME games and are my definitive fix for monster fighting. So as
an adult, those are the games I go to. I still fire up this 16bit fighter once in awhile but if
I had this as a teenager, it
would have gotten so much
play time. If you are a fan of
the big G, definitely pick it up!
And before anyone says it, I
am fully aware of the Turbo
Duo Godzilla fighting game,
but still to this day, I have not
played it. From what I have
seen, it's somewhat similar to
this Super Famicom game but
there are differences. One of
these days I'll try to get a hold
of that (probably emulation
since I do not have the
hardware).
-bP
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Budget DVD Mini-Review:
Narcotic
company: Alpha
info: The movie follow Dr. Davis and
his troubles with drug addiction, which
throws his life into a downward spiral
eventually leading to suicide. This
film was directed by Dwain Esper
("Maniac", "Marihuana", "Sex
Madness", etc..)!
video: Has the typical dirt & damage that these films usually have. Unlike Esper's other
films, this film has a silent film type of look to it. Perhaps its the print source? At times
it gets really dark around the edges of the picture and just feels like a silent film,
especially during parts of the film where there are no sound efx and just music. The
darkness does present a problem at times, but overall, the video isn't too bad. It does
have a few frames missing here and there, but nowhere near the amount "Escort Girl"
did!! Alpha puts a watermark on the video at the beginning and end of the
movie. Boo!! C+
audio: Not too bad, but volume is kind of low. Dialogue can be hard to understand at
times. C+
extras: Typical Alpha propaganda, nothing for the film itself.
overall: Not as fun as Esper's other films, but interesting none the less.
________________________________________________________________________
I am hoping to have a new issue out by the end of March. Not sure if there will be a
theme but I do plan on reviewing the newest Hellraiser film, "Hellraiser Judgment." One
of these days I'll
do a full franchise
over view but just
like Revelations,
I'll review
Judgment on it's
own before going
that route.

Thanks for
reading!!
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